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The Challenge

IT team also needed to ensure any new solution would meet the functionality 
requirements of a wide base of users that included lawyers, paralegals, and 

Ryan Patriarca, the Network Administrator at Reminger, explained that his 

like Bates Numbering, PDF/A, and redaction. 

After Patriarca researched various options to meet users’ needs, it was clear 
that Adobe Professional was no longer the best solution.  As he put it,

“We kept Acrobat on a Remote Desktop server and had 
only key people using it.” 

This workaround left the IT department attempting to give temporary access 
for their users that failed to resolve the underlying issue: PDF manipulation 
was reserved only for those who “really” needed it.
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Headquartered in the heart of Cleveland, Ohio, Reminger Co., L.P.A. is a 
ed States.  

With more than 120 attorneys collectively, Reminger’s practice areas include 
all aspects of litigation including corporate litigation, tax, real estate and 
probate matters. Founded in 1958, Reminger has carved out a reputation as 
one of the most established and well-regarded law practices in the U.S for 
more than half a century.
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deploy throughout the entire Reminger organization and searched for an 
answer, arriving at Nitro Pro.

How did Nitro help?

their wide-ranging user base, especially since many employees were only 
using light features for PDF editing and conversion. Nitro’s interface, which  

 
particularly attractive to Patriarca for its ease of deployment and usability.  
As an added bonus, Nitro’s integration capabilities and plug-ins were already 

While evaluating PDF options, one of the key requirements Patriarca had to 
 

compliance standard. Our users needed this functionality 
within a reliable platform.” 

these standards. With hundreds of thousands of legal documents currently 
sent in the PDF/A format, supporting it has become an explicit necessity for 
any document productivity solution like Nitro.

One of the last pieces the team at Reminger required from a viable PDF  
replacement was security and encryption. With the majority of legal  

 

meant high-level encryption, redaction, and permissions controls. Nitro Pro 
does all three. 
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they wanted. The added redaction functionality in Nitro Pro also equipped 
users too quickly, and more importantly, completely, remove information 
from PDF documents by manually selecting content, using the search and 
redact function, or even removing the document’s metadata.

Results

Since deploying Nitro, the team at Reminger has been able to implement a 
PDF solution across their user base at a fraction of the cost of Adobe Acrobat  
Professional, while meeting their federally mandated standards. Using Nitro 

option of PDF creation and manipulation. This makes us 
 

than only a select few.”

THINK IT’S TIME FOR YOUR COMPANY TO SWITCH OVER 
TO NITRO PRO?

Check out our Nitro for Business section now!
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